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Rodin DNA and Microbiology
DNA is not comprised of two helices but from three with the third helix being invisible
and occupying a displacement space called the Major Groove which is located in
between the two helical strands. Nature abhors a vacuum. This Major Groove is not
empty but instead is where all information for the genetic coding of life exists. Rodin’s
Vortex Based Mathematics is the schematic for life revealing that inside the Major
Groove of DNA exists a higher dimensional Bioaetheric Template (Morphogenetic Field)
defined by the mathematical number pattern 3, 9; 6; 6, 9, 3 revealing the existence of
an All Coherent higher intelligence guiding evolution.
Selective splicing of novel DNA sequence combinations are able to be performed at will
for medical treatment and the elimination of all diseases by utilizing these higher
dimensional Flux Fields to control DNA cleavage and receptor sites.
Maxwell previously stated that there must needs to exist a Monopole to symmetrize all
of his electrical equations. Rodin’s math is a blueprint that gives us the ability to observe
this missing Monopole in the form of an Inertia Aether Flux represented by the number
9 and it’s associated Magnetic Field represented by the numbers 3 & 6 which are
perfectly nested in unison within the Major Groove of DNA .
The backbone of DNA’s double spiral helix is comprised of phosphates and phosphates
are known to always have a negative electric charge and obviously with any negative
electric charge there is always going to be an associated magnetic field.

Rodin Microscopic Underpinning Nested Vortices
Every continuous medium has the inherent capability to be superconductive based on
harmonic cascadence. Examples of continuous mediums, in the form of a toroidal
matrix, are tornados, hurricanes, water spouts, solar systems, galaxies, black
holes/white holes and maelstroms. There are many other examples of localized space‐
time implosions which Rodin refers to as underpinning nested vortices. Whether energy
is maintained and survives in the form of a toroid, or DNA spiral helix, or goes through
mitosis and duplicates itself, is determined by whether or not nested underpinning
vortices are staggered or aligned in their World Boundary Condition.

Rodin Medical Devices
Marko Rodin has the most advanced technologies for medical devices that include
unique fields & frequencies, elation fields, incensory, biometric treatments. Several
existing medical products have incorporated the Rodin Coil into their design.
Applications of this technology include improved designs of MRI & imaging machines
for visualization of the internal structure and function of neurological (brain),
musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, and oncological (cancer) imaging.

Rodin Medical Treatments
Diseases can be controlled by enabling selective cutting and splicing of genetic
sequencing at cleavage and receptor sites. Mathematics reveals that the major groove
nested inside the double spiral helix of DNA is not hollow but occupied by a
Morphogenetic Field (Bioetheric Template) defined by the discovery of a mathematical
number pattern now called the equal potential major groove gap space of the flux field
of (3‐9‐6‐6‐9‐3). This controls cellular communication and its how all genetic
information is stored and reproduced, through Mitosis and DNA sister strand
unravelling.

Rodin Peer Reviews & Endorsements
Dr. Hans Nieper, world renown cancer doctor and former physician to President
Reagan, invited Rodin to submit a paper to the prestigious medical journal he is
president of because he believed in Rodin´s work;
Dr. Jonas Salk, offered to be Rodin´s personal physician and told him his work was so
advanced he´d never complete it in his lifetime unless he cloned himself;
Prof. Scot C. Nelson, University of Hawaii, “In my opinion, the Rodin Coil may have more
than just unusual or interesting electromagnetic properties. Mr. Rodin's model is a new
way to look at the relationship between music, mathematics, and the structure of plants
and animals. I believe that a study of the relationship between energy and matter could
start by applying the principles of the Rodin Torus model and Rodin's “polarized fractal
geometry". I was able to arrive at an independent and scientifically valid confirmation of
the mathematical principles that form the basis of the Rodin Torus model.”
Christine Jackson, editor of "Explore More", a cutting edge medical journal in the US;
Sal Rosenthal, inventor and patent holder of the tuberculosis test, regularly
invited Rodin to participate in his California think tanks;

